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ABSTRACT

Temperature gradient plays a vital role in snow metamorphism. Acting as a heat
source, rock outcrops buried in the snowpack produce stronger local gradients than are
found in areas without rocks. Thus, the area of depth hoar growth increases around
rock outcrops and creates local regions of stress concentration. This reduces snow
strength and creates likely regions for triggering an avalanche.

Indeed, when examining a selection of Colorado avalanche accidents, the trigger zone
can be linked to kinetic metamorphism around local terrain features. This report
presents nine backcountry incidents that support this finding.

While this has implications for snow safety management in industry, such as ski areas
and transportation, emphasis in this study is placed on human-triggered avalanches
resulting in backcountry accidents. Education that promotes safer route finding
techniques based on avoiding stress concentration areas can reduce the number of
avalanche accidents involving backcountry travelers.

To depict how snow properties are influenced by the temperature gradient, a review·
of snow metamorphism and a summary of snowpit data are provided as supplemental
information. Only dry slab avalanches, typical of the realm of a shallow, low-density
snow climate, are addressed. It is in this environment that the rate and intensity of
kinetic metamorphism can vary significantly across a potential avalanche slope.

INTRODUCTION

Why can a person safely traverse most of a slope before it releases in a roaring avalanche? How
can several people ski a snow field without incident, and the 3rd, 5th, or 10th skier trigger an
avalanche? Three plausible reasons are: (1) an initiation of increased creep rate that progressed
to the point of slope failure; (2) a destruction of grain bonding in the tension zone by "cutting"
a fracture line; and (3) a local weak zone created by kinetic metamorphism that was disturbed--
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transferring an unmanageable burden of stress into the surrounding area. This study addresses
the last.

To most people snow appears the same from all angles--white and cold. For those who "know"
snow, however, the idea of it being a homogeneous medium is no longer entertained. Snow
exists close to its natural melting point and therefore responds readily to heat and pressure. The
result of this metamorphic process is a change in grain shape and texture.

As snow temperature varies from one place to another, so does its effect on snow structure. With
the snowpack having a variety of mechanical properties spatially, the potential of triggering an
avalanche at a given location also varies.

One study of shear strength found basal shear deficits to vary in size, value, and location across
a slope (Conway and Abrahamson, 1988). It states: "Although the probability of a local deficit
may be small, if the slope size is large, the probability of one such deficit may be high." This
is true for another local weakness as well: collapse failure.

To advance the principle of weak zones within the snowpack, this study presents data and case
histories that support the phenomenon. Put simply, these "tender spots" (as they are sometimes
called) are likely regions in the snowpack for triggering an avalanche. The ability to recognize
this inherent weakness in the field enhances sound decision-making and routefinding skills.

There has been a long-standing premise that when crossing or descending an avalanche path, you
follow a route that takes you from one island of safety to another until out of danger. These safe
areas are described as being tree islands, rock outcrops, or other terrain features.

This would be appropriate only in situations where the "safe area" meets specific criteria. If you
seek protection below a tree island, for instance, it must be of ample size and strength to divert,
or stop the avalanche. If it is not of sufficient proportion with respect to the volume of moving
snow, the effectiveness of that barrier is significantly reduced.

In some cases it may be desirable to position yourself above a tree island (Tremper, 1991). This
could prevent the avalanche from stripping you away from your protection and carrying you to
the bottom.

Based on the known characteristics of "tender spots," a question must be raised about the "island
of safety" philosophy in general. Could it be, in fact, that these are regions of snowpack frailty
harboring even greater risk to the unwary backcountry traveler? The answer is YES (Meiklejohn,
1990).

CAUSE AND EFFECT

A common technique used to explain temperature gradient is to show a cross-section of snow
resting on a flat plane. A temperature profile is then sketched from "readings" taken every 10cm
vertically through the snowpack. This is fine for demonstration purposes in the classroom (and
flat snow study plots), but we must proceed further to show actual conditions found in the field.
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The snowpack is not unif~r:n in depth. I~ can va.ry ~ignificantly. over short distances by te~rain

configuration, wind deposItIOn, and scounng. ThIS dIctates the SIze of the temperature gradIent,
and determines the extent of kinetic metamorphism at that particular location.

Kinetic metamorphism, driven by both temperature and vapor pressure gradients over short
distances, transforms original snow crystals into angular, faceted grains called depth hoar or

""sugar snow.

As these new shapes evolve they exhibit two dominant characteristics. First, they resist the
formation of strong bonds to their neighbors. Second, the bonds are easily broken due to large
grain size (Perla and Martinelli, 1976). When this type of snow structure is dominant, it takes
little natural or artificial stress to cause catastrophic collapse failure (LaChapelle, 1980;
Armstrong, R., in Armstrong and Williams, 1992).

When local stress equals the strength of the snow, local shear or collapse failure occurs. The
surrounding area must make up for this loss of cohesion or fracture propagation advances from
weak point to weak point across the slope (Armstrong, R., in Armstrong and Williams, 1992).
In other words, slab failure begins in a "tender spot." Frequently the trigger is unwittingly
supplied by a backcountry skier. Choosing a path that takes you several meters one way or
another could mean the difference between avalanche avoidance, or triggering an avalanche and
riding it out to whatever outcome awaits. The question becomes, can "tender spots" be
recognized?

Birth of a "Tender Spot"

Most of the heat that fuels metamorphism is released from the ground, having been stored there
from summer. In addition, an object such as a rock or tree warmed by solar radiation conveys
heat into the snowpack. When this happens temperature variation not only exists from the ground
upward, but also laterally through the snowpack. A strong temperature gradient prevails next to
the object and close to the snow surface. As a result, coarse cup-shaped grains, and solid faceted.
grains are often found around rock outcrops and vegetation. These spots become stress
concentration, or tender spots for initial slab failure.

Geothermal heat can also be transmitted into the snow at random locations. In a study at Big
Sky Ski Area in southwestern Montana, Tremper (1986) found that neighboring sites with the
same aspect and elevation had measurably different ground temperatures because of geothermal
hot spots. This affected the number and location of avalanche occurrences. Unlike exposed
rocks or vegetation, this situation would be impossible to detect while backcountry skiing.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

This study takes these known concepts a step further. After visiting accident sites, studying
photographs, reading accident reports, and interviewing witnesses and survivors, a similarity has
been found in several incidents: The victim (trigger) was in close proximity to rocks, vegetation,
or a shallower area of the snowcover when the avalanche started. Could he have impacted one
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of these weak spots? In some cases, another skier had already descended just a few meters away
without incident.

Results of a field study

To determine the effect of rocks on horizontal temperature gradients, snow temperature samples
were taken in a 10cm grid around rocks at random locations and depths. In several cases the
gradient was significant enough to produce facetted, cohesionless grains (LaChapelle, 1980;
Armstrong, R., in Armstrong and Williams, 1992). From 24 readings the average snow
temperature next to a rock face was _2°C, while 10cm laterally the average was -2.7°C. In
seven cases these averages were -2.3°C and -3.6°C, respectively, or 1.3°C/cm. Evidence of
kinetic metamorphism was dominant in all locations. Figures 1-3 show a representation of the
findings.

Figure 1. Typical snow cross-section near a rock.

The cross-section in Figure I shows the typical snow structure found near a buried rock, based
on data taken on December 21, 1988 at a rock that is 1.5m across and 80cm high. It sits in an
open area above timberline at an elevation of 3460m (11,350') in central Colorado. The slope
angle is 15°, with an aspect of 120° magnetic. The site is exposed to early sun but does not
receive direct solar warming in the afternoon.

Snow in Area 1, no nearer than 8-12cm to the rock, was comprised of partially metamorphosed
particles with diameters of .S-lmm. Area 2, enveloping the rock, was predominately coarse, cup
shaped grains of 2-3mm diameter. The thickness of this shroud ranged from 8-12cm. Area 3,
near the ground, had been warm enough at one time to cause a melt-back of 6-1 Ocm in some
spots. This created hollow spaces favorable for both vapor transport and collapse failure.
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Figure 2. Heat influence from a large, sun-exposed rock; temperatures in °c are
shown at 10cm increments laterally from the rock, and at 10cm vertical
intervals.

Figure 2 shows a snow temperature pattern in the area of a large rock outcrop. The site is on
the east side of the Ten Mile Range in central Colorado, and above treeline at an elevation of
3535m (11,600'). The lee slope is 32° in steepness and faces east in a moderate-sized bowl.
Measurements were taken in the afternoon of January 30, 1989.

Temperature measurements were taken from the surface down to 50cm. These clearly show
warmer temperatures closer to the rock, the result of solar radiation heat gain transferred from
the rock into the adjacent snow. Total snow depth near the rock was 3-5m so there was little,
if any, warming effect from the ground. Note that the temperature gradient is stronger laterally
than vertically. Also, the temperature gradient 3m away from the rock is weak, and the snow
is significantly colder overall.

The overall warmer snow temperature near the rock also served to augment the rate of
metamorphism. Between 1-15cm from the rock the snow structure was made up of very coarse,
cupped grains. From 15-30cm away coarse, solid faceted particles were mixed with some
advanced forms. Farther from the rock outcrop were fine, rounded fragments deposited from
saltation.
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Figure 3. Snow temperature pattern around a small buried rock; temperatures in °c
are shown at 10cm intervals both laterally and vertically.

The snowpit in Figure 3 was excavated on December 9, 1989 near Webster Pass in central
Colorado. Snow depth on the 15° slope was 55cm. The site faces NE at an elevation of 3383m
(11,100'), and is on the edge of the compression zone of a long, open snowfield. Snow
temperatures are shown on a 10cm grid around a buried rock 80x80cm by 30cm high. Note the
stronger gradient immediately above the rock compared to 40cm away.

In response to this influence, very coarse depth hoar was found up to 20cm from the rock. These
large, fragile crystals were easily disaggregated with the gentle push of a gloved fist. Farther
than 20cm away coarse, solid kinetic growth forms dominated from the ground to 30cm above
ground. The shallow snow cover retained a strong temperature gradient which was intensified
locally by the presence of the rock.

Small "tender spots" like this are the breeding grounds for collapse failure. Duplication of these
weak areas over a broad expanse would be similar to a mine field awaiting a trigger.

Case Studies

The following are nine examples of Colorado avalanche accidents involving backcountIY
recreationists. In each case there is a similar release mechanism involving an abrupt variation
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· now depth, or a buried rock or outcrop. As shown earlier, these areas are known to harbor
In;wpack weakness. After reviewing the accounts, one may wonder if there would have been
:: avalanche had the person chosen a slightly different route.

Case #1. On Christmas Day of 1982 two backcoun~ry skiers were tr~versing at timberline toward
their goal--an inviting open snowfield. Along theu route, one decIded to make some tracks on

nearby short slope. After two or three turns he fell in the soft snow. As he struggled to get
ap the snow avalanched and quickly suffocated him in the shallow debris.u,

A crown profile and other snowpit data revealed no definitive clues why the slope avalanched.
However, in the fall line directly above the recovery site there was a single large rock (2x2m by
1.5m high) that had been buried beneath the snow. According to the witness, this is where the
victim originally fell. There were no other terrain irregularities in the immediate area.

Case #2. On January 30, 1983, an out-of-bounds skiing party of four left the Wolf Creek Ski
Area to gain access to a broad, steep open slope known as "Montezuma Bowl". Two skiers
descended one-at-a-time and waited in a safe spot for the third person. Looking for softer snow
the victim entered the bowl from a gentle trough some distance away. An avalanche released
as she made a tum at the end of a rock rib. The propagating fracture line ripped across the bowl
from her position. Unfortunately, she did not survive the avalanche.

As in Case #1, no significant weak layers were found in the crown or bed surface. Shovel shear
tests produced results only with considerable effort. In a narrative taken, in part, from the
accident report one observer writes: "It is my contention, based on the absence of significant
weak layers in the upper crown, that Joni skied over the area of the rock rib where the snow was
not over two or three feet deep (as compared to more than 10 feet deep or more in the rest of
the starting zone); that snow in that portion of the snowpack was weakened by TG
metamorphism; that Joni's skiing over that portion caused local failure which then resulted in the
failure of the larger, more consolidated portion of the starting zone."

Case #3. This accident on January 2, 1990 cost one man his life and injured two companions.
Three adventurous young skiers left the ski area boundary at Vail, Colorado to get pictures of
themselves jumping off a ridge into the soft snow about 3m below. Two had jumped in different
spots without consequence and were waiting for the third skier to demonstrate his skills. The
landing placed him on top of a large (2x2x2m) rock covered with 30cm of snow. This released
an avalanche which carried all three skiers down a narrow opening in the trees.

An investigator on the scene indicated the snowpack was generally stable in the crown area.
The only exception was an obvious weakness in the form of depth hoar near the lone rock where
the third skier landed. Failure initiated here and propagated laterally in two directions from the
rock.

Case #4. Another incident occurred in the southern Colorado mountains near the town of Rico.
O~ the afternoon of March 6,1991, two backcountry skiers were enjoying their outing when one
tnggered an avalanche. The accident site faces WNW and is well below timberline at 2800m
(9,186') in elevation.
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The first person skied the slope with no sign of danger. He was waiting near the edge of the
trees for his friend to catch up. She began her descent and after several turns, passed near an
exposed rock in the small snowfield. As she did this a slide released that engulfed her in the
moving snow. This story had a happy ending when she was found alive after several minutes

. of frantic random probing.

Case #5. On a sunny Colorado day in December 1984, an experienced and well-equipped party
of four was making its way above timberline near Jones Pass. A short, but steep, snow-covered
ridge stood between them and their goal. Reflecting on past avalanche training, they choose to
send one person at a time to a safe area some 200m distant while the others watched from a safe
location.

As the first skier advanced toward the ridge, he decided to alter his route to avoid the avalanche
starting zone near the ridge crest. He elected to skirt the toe of the slope and go around it at the
far end. His new route took him through several exposed boulders near the compression zone.
Part-way across he heard and felt the snow settle around him.

While he used good judgment to avoid the obvious starting zone higher up, he was not aware of
the depth hoar he would encounter around the rocks. From the toe of the slope he triggered a
sudden collapse which brought down snow from the ridge. Fortunately, he managed to ride on
top of the avalanche until it came to rest in the gentle runout zone.

Case #6. It was a sad day at Copper Mountain Ski Area in centnll Colorado on December 18,
1983. A professional ski patroller perished in an avalanche while doing a stability evaluation
exercise in a closed area well above timberline. With hand-thrown explosives, the six-member
team tested Spaulding Bowl and Graveline Gulch with numerous shots in known slide paths. In
addition, several ski cuts had been made--all with negative results.

Without letting down their guard, they continued with ski cutting procedures. The victim, not
the first to cross this area, took a lower track and skied over a concealed rock garden. This
action, where the snowpack was shallower than the snow pillow above, triggered a large
avalanche that carried him more than 300m vertical into the gully below. He was found quickly,
but resusitation and first aid efforts failed to overcome his injuries.

Case #7. This event involved two skiers and a dog. All perished in a slide just eaSt of
Breckenridge, Colorado on November 21, 1985. When the overdue party was reported missing
in the area of Little French Gulch, tracks lead searchers to a sizeable avalanche. Although the
accident was not witnessed, clues found at the site strongly implied the following scenario.

The skiers had followed an old mine road along the valley floor, then up through the forest until
they broke out of the trees at timberline. Above them on the right was their intended goal--a 30
35° open slope that they had skied in the past. They did not get the chance to ski it again.

The victims were found close together under 3m of dense debris. They appeared to have been
traveling in single file with the dog trailing behind. Being experienced skiers they were aware
of avalanches, but were not concerned enough that day to traverse the lower portion of the
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snowfield one-at-a-time. Their packs, skis, and poles were still on, indicating the ride was not
long and violent. Their climbing skins were still attached to their skis which implies they were
still in an uphill mode and not skiing the slope.

Dry grass could be seen on the downhill shoulder of the road. Did the shallow snow on the road,
compared with that in the trees, give them the false sense of security that they could not trigger
an avalanche from where they were? It appears so. If they were not struck by a natural
avalanche, they brought the slide down on themselves by collapsing a shallow region of the
snowpack.

Case #8. At the end of November 1989 a snowboarder narrowly missed injury when he triggered
a small avalanche on Loveland Pass in central Colorado. He came to rest sitting at the upper end
of the hard-slab debris when the snow piled onto the highway. Above the short slope, his track
could be seen cutting just above the crown. The slab did not release until he had traversed
through a bush adjoining a rock outcrop near the upper left flank of the avalanche.

Case #9. This incident is not a true accident because the skier was not involved in the moving
snow. However, it is a prime example of the "tender spot" effect. In February of 1984 near
Breckenridge, Colorado a series of pictures was taken of a skier triggering an avalanche. This
is what happened.

The skier began his descent from an elevation of 3850m (12,630') on the lee side of an exposed
ridge. He made about 20 turns before passing within 4m of a partly-exposed low rocky knoll.
As he went by this point the avalanche released above him; the stauchwall pushed up through
his last tum. Frantic shouts from his friends on the ridgetop prompted him to escape to the side,
and away from the churning snow bearing down on him.

While the bed surface above the rocks was smooth, in and around them it was rough and
irregular. Snow in this small section of the snow field was made up of weak, granular depth
hoar, and was the "Achilles heel" of the local area.

These are but a few examples of avalanche incidents related to kinetic metamorphism and "tender
spots". Further examination of accident files will undoubtedly reveal similar occurrences.

CONCLUSIONS

Snow temperature patterns can produce localized kinetic metamorphism. This is achieved when
weather and terrain features influence snow depth, or when solar radiation is absorbed near rock
outcrops. In either case the local temperature gradient, both vertically and horizontally, is
affected. This accelerates the rate and extent of kinetic metamorphism, and, in tum, enhances
the potential for triggering an avalanche on a given slope.

At the onset of an avalanche its fracture line propagates through regions of snow frailty and
greater stress concentration. These. are typically rock outcrops, trees, and other irregularities at
the terrain/snowpack interface.
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The "tender spot" plays a major role in some human-triggered avalanches. It is, however, not
the only explanation for avalanche accidents. Other contributory factors must also be present,
such as low shear and tensile strength. If both of these are too weak to compensate for local
snow-failure at the "tender spot", an avalanche will occur.

We should use this knowledge to our advantage. Through avalanche awareness courses, the
concept of "tender spots" can be conveyed to the backcountry recreationist, giving him yet
another tool to make prudent route finding decisions. This will reduce the number of avalanche
accidents, particularly in snow climates where this phenomenon poses a significant problem.
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